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Institutional Greetings

______________________________________
I saluti istituzionali
Stanislav Pozdnyakov
President of the European Fencing Confederation
Dear Member Federations,
With great joy on behalf of the Management Board of the European
Fencing Confederation and own behalf, I would like to welcome all
participants at the beginning Cadet and Junior European
Championships in fencing in Foggia 2019. In particular, I welcome all the fencing, coaches,
referees and activists of the European Fencing Confederation. I also welcome the fans of
fencing gathered in the audience.
I am very glad that the Cadet and Juunior European Championships in Foggia gained approval
of all members of the Confederation, and gathered in this place such a large group of people.
Championships taking place today is thanks to the enormous commitment of all people
working in the preparation of the event, organizers, activists and volunteers.
No less value is given us support and hospitality of the authorities of Foggia and the
possibility of organizing in this city Cadet and Junior European Championships in fencing. For
its part, I hope that this great cooperation will be able to be continued in future years.
Many thanks will also be given to the sponsors and partners of this tournament, who are
supportive of the organizers. Without their lecture, it would be difficult to maintain the
organization of this event at such a high level.
I wish success to all fencers, coaches satisfied with the results, and fans great excitement and
wonderful memories of participation in the Cadet and Junior European Championships in
Foggia!

Giovanni Malagò
President of the Italian National Olympic Committee - CONI
A challenge among hundreds of young fencing athletes will start in
Foggia but It also will bring them in a future of world and olympic
goals. The Cadets and Junior European Championships will be for most
of them the real, the first, and not the last for sure, important international experience.
They are very important challenges for the future of these young athletes but also the chanche
for compete on the pistes, meet and get to know each other.
The County seat of Capitanata, I am sure, will promise the best welcome to all the participants
in the event, in order to leave a pleasant souvenir.
My thoughts are fot the Italian young athletes standing a greater responsability than their
foreign peers.
To be a fencer in our Country means belonging to a discipline that praises the greatest
number of world and olympic medals. It is not easy to be victorious in italian fencing. These
young athletes will have the responsibility to stay with the italian flag on the podium even in
next competitions. I am sure that they will be able to do it with their spontaneity and
fearlessness, as it was so far, thanks to their coaches.
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My special greetings to everyone who will make the organization of this event possible. Each
of you, with care and dedication, makes it special. Thank you.

Francesco Miglio
President Province of Foggia
Cadets and Junior European Fencing Championship represents the
crowing achievement for Capitanata, as is tradition, a welcoming and
cozy territory with strong and good organizational resources, able to
satisfy every need.
An exciting window to acquaint the young athletes and their teams coming from all Europe
with the Province of Foggia.
We are flattered to be part of the Organizing Committee for a such technical and sport high
merit event. I wish for a beautiful memory of this experience in Capitanata to all the
participants.

Fabio Porreca
President Chamber of Commerce of Foggia
Sport tourism can be a big chance to expand the tourist offer in our
territory. For this reason, the Chamber of Commerce decided to join
the Organizing Committee of a such great sport event.
A territorial marketing opportunity, allowing the girls and boys,
coming from all Europe, to acquaint with Foggia and its
surroundings.
I am sure that our Community will be able to grant to the young athletes - their families and
staff - hospitality, suitable services and, most important, our warming welcome.
Welcome in Foggia.

Raffaele Piemontese
Region Apulia, Finance and Sport Councillor
The Archangel Michael is the millenial "testimonial" of the territory
hosting the Cadets and Junior European Fencing Championship.
From Skelling Michael in Ireland, to Mount Carmel in Israel, passing
through England, France, Monte Sant'Angelo - here, in our territory and Greece, the sword of the Archangel Michael, recurring in all the
images portrayed, is necessary to divide the Good and the Evil, to show what can keep the
people together. It is a powerful symbol of friendship, equilibrium and strenght: the same
elements that guide Fencing, one of the most ancient and noblest sport disciplines.
I wish that Foggia can be a fundamental milestone in the sportive and agonistic growing path,
with all its Community competiting, supporting the athletes and handling the challenge.
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In genaral, I hope that everyone involved in this engaging competition will keep the beautiful
marks of a friendship and welcoming experience.

Franco Landella
Mayor of Foggia
Foggia is proud to host such a great technic value sport event,
because it will confirm - and in some cases, it will reveal - the
fencing world champions of the next years.
Thanks to Dauno Fencing Club and to other enriching experiences of
the last decays, our City can praise a high level fencing tradition,
generating athletes, coaches, referees and managers esteemed at international level. Still
nowadays, our fellow citizens, athletes in the national team, represent an important
contribution to the success of Italy in international fencing competitions.
The European Championship is an extraordinary chance for the visibility of our territory, not
only from the sport-organizing point of view, but also from the cultural and tourist one.
Capitanata is ready to confirm its traditional welcome.

Renato Clemente Martino
President of Organizing Committee
As the President of the Cadets and Junior European Fencing
Championship Organizing Committee, I give my loving welcome to
all the internauts surfing our website, waiting to welcome each of
you in person, in order to show the warm hospitality of our territory.
In 2019 Foggia will host one of the most important international
sport event: it's gonna be 10 days of competition very demanding, but exciting for sure.
We will host in our City the representatives of over 40 delegations, 1250 athletes in addition
to their team (coaches and athletic trainers) and families and all the authorised personnel: we
will be glad to show to all of you our excellences, from wine and culinary products to tourist
attractions. It's gonna be an injection of youth and life, allowing us to see the future with the
hope of the young athletes' point of view, the protagonists of the continental event.
We'll wait for you in Foggia for the 2019 Cadets and Junior European Fencing Championship!

Giorgio Scarso
President Italian Fencing Federation
Italy comes back to host the "great fencing" by choosing Foggia and
the entire Capitanata.
A choice honoring what the local socio-economic and sport context
has done in favor of fencing all over the years.
Foggia was the first Italian southern city to have a fencing indoor
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stadium in which the Cadets European Championship experimental edition took place; more
over, many athletes, referees and coaches, esteemed at international level, come from this
territory.
Choosing Foggia, formerly City Partner of the Italian Fencing Federation, is the answer to a
social aim: in my opinion sport, in particular fencing, can be a chance for release and for
economic opportunities, especially for so-called "arid" territories.
Foggia 2019 Cadets and Junior European Fencing Championship is a chance to muster all the
socio-economic powers working in Capitanata, as well as the Apulian fencing lovers that will
host in the best way they can all the over 1000 athletes representing the 42 Countries of the
European Confederation.
Foggia - as the Mayor, Franco Landella, highlighted when he received the European
Confederation flag in Sochi - will provide for its warming welcome to the thousands people
who will be able to admire the naural beauties and the energy of the City, country-seat of
Capitanata.
I am sure that local administrations, the Municipality as well as the Region and the Italian
Fencing Federation for sure, will support the President and the Organizing Committee.
As the President of the Italian Fencing Federation, I also want to thank all the Sponsors, for
choosing to sustain this high-profile sport event, because it is an extraordinary socioeconomic growth opportunity for all the territory.
To the Organizing Committee my best wishes in its work and an appeal to overcome any
inevitable trouble with the passion and enthusiasm marking the Apulian fencing.
Good job everybody and "see you" in Foggia for all the athletes!

Gianni Rotice
President Confindustria Foggia
The Partnership of Confindustria Foggia to the Cadets and Junior
European Fencing Championship - Foggia 2019 represents a
concrete proof of the interest and affinity of the Companies of
Capitanata to a venture, joining the peculiar values of an important
sport event with the promotion of our territory, ready to host the
athletes, their staff and the media workers.
Fencing, an ancient sport of the great italian tradition - attested by the number of recognitions
obtained during its long history - sees moreover the province of Foggia as a protagonist in its
constant evolution at the international level.
The international sport event will be also a prestigious chance to restate that Fencing
preserves, over the time, an educational system: a set of cultural and social traditions
constituting an added value to this discipline, able to entertain and, at the same time, to
participate in the education of the individuals; called to enhance their intelligence and
athleticism, never forgetting, in spite of the individual character of the competition, the
essential camaraderie.
The respect of the rules and of the person, fundamental values of loyalties and sport ethics,
are the essential elements of the fencing activity and, at the same time, a reference model for
the every day life for all of us.
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The Host City

_______________________________
La Città dell'evento
Foggia is presently an Italian city with 151,567 inhabitants. It is the chief town of its
province in the region of Apulia.
Historical facts about the city
The territory of Foggia belonged to a bigger agricultural Neolithic village. Then, since the 7th
century B.C., a big settlement named Arpi was located in the present area of Arpinova, not far
from the current city outskirts.
Arpi was one of the most famous and biggest Italian cities with thousands of soldiers. A rich
and strong area thanks to its geographical position. Arpi had intense commerce with the
nearby and surrounding cities. The inhabitants of the area were farmers and worked in
agriculture, which was fostered by the fertility of “Tavoliere”, being that a completely flat land
in conformation. Nevertheless, the area was marshy and affected by malaria, but only under
the Norman domination, during the 11th-12th century, it was possible to see some changes in
the territory: only few relics of Arpi were found and Robert Guiscard made a reclamation of a
large marshy area, giving the urban area an economic and civil impulse that grew more and
more during the reign of Guglielmo il Buono (William the Good).
The 12th century was a very important period for the history of the city: Frederick II built a
notable Palatium that became one of his favourite residences. The Palatium was built by the
protomagister Bartolomeo of Foggia. The residence featured some gardens with fountains,
sculptures and wide halls covered by marble. In this building Frederick II set up a studium
where Michele Scoto also taught, giving a very important role to the city and the territory.
What is left is only the arch of the entry portal and its inscription. The inscription states:
‘Frederick Caesar has ordered to make the city of Foggia a royal and imperial seat’.
In the middle of 15th century, the house of Aragon, which ruled Apulia, decided to establish
“sheep customs” and collect taxes coming from the duties of passage. The imposition of this tax
to all the shepherds determined a great increase in the royal bank but impoverished the
farmers of the Tavoliere: this situation forced them to leave the territory which gradually
became marshy. At the beginning, the Customs had its seat in the Ancient Customs House (15th
century) near the Cathedral. In the 17th century, it moved to a new Customs House where it
remained until the French abolished it. This took place at the beginning of the 18th century.
On March 20, 1731, a terrible earthquake hit the city and destroyed one third of the buildings,
damaging the artistic heritage of Foggia. The reconstruction started few months later and
regarded above all the old town and the interior part of the residential area. The lower class
occupied the free spaces left with long rows of huts.
In the 19th century Foggia became the capital of the province, started to expand near the rail
station and was enriched by important public monuments. From the political point of view,
the city was really active and lively: it took part in the revolts of 1848 and 1860. Thanks also
to the Unification of our country in 1861, but above all with the abolition of customs four
years later, the city gave new strength to the local agriculture.
In the first part of 20th century, there was a great expansion of public buildings, with the
construction of the Education Building, the Office of the Prefect, the Capitanata LandReclamation Syndicate, which was strongly wanted by Benito Mussolini, and the Town Hall.
During the Second World War, the city was bombed by the allied aviation forces that razed the
city to the ground, destroying a secret gas factory located near the current paper factory. The
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most remembered and violent air raids were on July 22 and August 19, 1943 with more than
20.000 casualties, one third of the population of that time. Those air raids were planned
accordingly, considering the strategic position of Foggia’s rail station: it was, and it still is
today, the second Italian railway junction in importance. On October 1, 1943, after the AngloAmerican occupation, Foggia became the stronghold of the allied offensive in the Adriatic Sea
and the Balkans.
The city has been reconstructed over the ruins of the old town centre and urban 19th century
structure. Since then, the city of Foggia increased its economic role and urban-demographic
growth.

THE ORIGINS OF THE NAME AND THE CITY
In the most common opinion, the name Foggia derives from the Latin word fovea that is to say
‘ditch’. It doesn’t refer only to the grain pits, as it is generally thought, but to a rainwater basin,
as attested in the Iconavetere legend and recalled by the city’s Coat of Arms and as well by the
European Fencing Championships logo, which portrays three flames around the profile of a
swordsman.
The population of Dauni, led by their king Dauno, were the first to live in the territory
bordered by the river Ofanto to the south and the river Fortore to the north. According to the
legend, at the end of the war of Troy, Diomede prince of Argo, docked at the garganic coast
asking the Dauno King for help in fighting the war against the neighbouring countries. Before
reaching the garganic coasts, Diomede settled with its people in the Tremiti Islands, now also
called Diomedee Islands. The city of Arpi, placed in the centre of an area inhabited by Dauni,
was founded by Diomede and its first name was Argos Hippium, in honour of the city of
Peloponnese that was the birthplace of the founder.
Arpi was a very populated city, rich and strong for its geographical position which allowed
agricultural prosperity and strenuous commerce with the nearby cities. At the beginning of
the 5th century A.D., Arpi started its decline and was ruined and sacked by the conquerors
who appeared on the scenery after the fall of the Roman Western Empire: the damage
suffered in the war between Odoacre and Teodorico is well known as is the destruction
carried by King Totila of Ostrogoths ( 545-549), and the sacking by Costante II in 662 A.D.
In the VIII century, Arpi was invaded by the Longobards and Saracens and ruined by the
Normans who put up a fight against the Byzantines around the XI century. Just in this
historical moment, the inhabitants started to move towards the surrounding mountains in
search of safer and more peaceful places.
By 1062, Arpi no longer existed, only the few farmhouses around the countryside near the
Owl Tavern, the current Saint Thomas the Apostle Church, stood. The area was rich in oak
trees, small lakes and ponds, made by the winter rains. In one of these wonderful swamps, an
extraordinary event happened and determined the birth of a new community.
One day, amazing news spread out: some shepherds had noticed three flames on the lake and
a table wrapped in canvas: as a consequence of this event, an ox bent over and kneeled
toward the table. The shepherds became curious and removed the canvas from the table,
discovering an ancient icon (Iconavetere) that revealed, despite the water and mud, the
imagine of the Virgin Mary with her child Jesus. So, the shepherds wrapped the table with a
new canvas and went to the Owl Tavern to find a safe place for the Holy discovery. Shortly
afterwards, the dwelling of the Holy Table became the religious site of the area where many
houses were built : people came from all over the world to venerate what the local farmers
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called Saint Mary De Focis (in memory of the Virgin Mary and the three flames). It is believed
that the imagine could have been drawn by Saint Luke and carried to Arpi by the Bishop of
Siponto, Lorenzo Maiorano.
Later in 600 A.D., legend has it that the Holy table was wrapped in drapes by a thoughtful
and caring farmer and hidden in the same place of the miraculous recovery. Saint Mary de
Focis, later becoming de Focia, probably gave the name ‘Foggia’ to that settlement around the
Owl Tavern.
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The Official Schedule

____________________________________
Il programma Ufficiale
Wednesday 20.02.2019 - Arrival of delegations
When
16:00

19:00

What
Accreditation and weapon
control

Where
Competition Venue

Thursday 21.02.2019 - Arrival of delegations and meetings
When
9:00 20:00
15:00
17:00
19:00

What
Accreditation and weapon
control
Meeting of the Directoire
technique on the venue
European Cadet Circuit
meeting
Seminar and meeting of
referees

Where

What
Men´s Foil Cadets ind.
Women´s Sabre Cadets ind.
Semi-finals Men´s Foil
Semi-finals Women´s Sabre
FINAL MEN´S FOIL
FINAL WOMEN´S SABRE
Medals ceremony

Where

What
Women´s Epée Cadets ind.
Men´s Sabre Cadets ind.
Opening Ceremony
Semi-finals Women´s Epee
Semi-finals Men´s Sabre
FINAL WOMEN´S EPEE
FINAL MEN´S SABRE
Medals ceremony

Where

What
Men´s Epee Cadets ind.
Women´s Foil Cadets ind.

Where

Competition Venue

Friday 22.02.2019
When
9:00
12:00
18:00
18:40
19:10
19:35
19:55

18:40
19:10
19:30
19:50

Podium
Podium
Podium
Podium

Saturday 23.02.2019
When
9:00
12:00
18:00
18:30
19:10
19:40
20:05
20:25

19:10
19:40
20:00
20:20

Podium
Podium
Podium
Podium
Podium

Sunday 24.02.2019
When
9:00
11:00
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18:00
18:40 19:20
19:20 19:40
19:45 20:05
20:10

Semi-finals Men´s Epee
Semi-finals Women´s Foil
FINAL MEN´S EPEE
FINAL WOMEN´S FOIL
Medals ceremony

Podium
Podium
Podium
Podium

What
Women´s Epée Cadets TEAMS
Men´s Foil Cadets Teams
Women´s Sabre - TEAMS
Bronze medal all 3 weapons
Teams
FINAL WOMEN´S EPEE
TEAMS
FINAL MEN´S FOIL TEAMS
FINAL WOMEN´S SABRE
TEAMS
Medals ceremony

Where

What
Men´s Epee Cadets - Teams
Women´s Foil Cadets - Teams
Men´s sabre Cadets - Teams
Bronze medal all 3 weapons
Teams
FINAL MEN´S EPEE TEAMS
FINAL WOMEN´S FOIL
TEAMS
FINAL MEN´S SABRE TEAMS
Medals ceremony

Where

What
Men´s Foil Juniors ind.
Women´s Sabre Juniors ind.
Semi-finals Men´s Foil
Semi-finals Women´s sabre
FINAL MEN´S FOIL
FINAL WOMEN´S SABRE
Medals ceremony

Where

What
Women´s Epée Juniors ind.
Men´s Sabre Juniors ind.

Where

Monday 25.02.2019
When
9:00
9:00
12:00
15:00 16:00
16:00 17:00
17:00 18:00
18:00 18:40
18:45

Coloured pistes
Podium
Podium
Podium

Tuesday 26.02.2019
When
9:00
9:00
12:00
15:00 16:00
16:00 17:00
17:00 18:00
18:00 18:40
18:45

Coloured pistes
Podium
Podium
Podium

Wednesday 27.02.2019
When
9:00
13:00
18:00
18:40
19:10
19:35
19:55

18:40
19:10
19:30
19:50

Podium
Podium
Podium
Podium

Thursday 28.02.2019
When
9:00
13:00
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18:00
18:40
19:10
19:35
19:55

18:40
19:10
19:30
19:50

Semi-finals Women´s Epee
Semi-finals Men´s Sabre
FINAL WOMEN´S EPEE
FINAL MEN´S SABRE
Medals ceremony

Podium
Podium
Podium
Podium

What
Men´s Epee Juniors ind.
Women´s Foil Juniors ind.
Semi-finals Men´s Epee
Semi-finals Women´s Foil
FINAL MEN´S EPEE
FINAL WOMEN´S FOIL
Medals ceremony

Where

What
Women´s Epée Juniors TEAMS
Men´s Foil Juniors Teams
Women´s Sabre Juniors TEAMS
Bronze medal all 3 weapons
Teams
FINAL WOMEN´S EPEE
TEAMS
FINAL MEN´S FOIL TEAMS
FINAL WOMEN´S SABRE
TEAMS
Medals ceremony

Where

Friday 01.03.2019
When
9:00
11:00
18:00
18:40
19:20
19:45
20:10

18:40
19:20
19:40
20:05

Podium
Podium
Podium
Podium

Saturday 02.03.2019
When
9:00
9:00
12:00
15:00 16:00
16:00 17:00
17:00 18:00
18:00 18:40
18:45

Coloured pistes
Podium
Podium
Podium

Sunday 03.03.2019
When
9:00
9:00

What
Where
Men´s Epee Juniors - Teams
Women´s Foil Juniors Teams
12:00
Men´s Sabre Juniors - Teams
15:00 16:00
Bronze medal all 3 weapons
Coloured pistes
Teams
16:00 17:00
FINAL MEN´S EPEE TEAMS
Podium
17:00 18:00
FINAL WOMEN´S FOIL
Podium
TEAMS
18:00 18:40
FINAL MEN´S SABRE TEAMS Podium
18:45
Closing Ceremony Medals
ceremony
N.B. Detailed scheduled will be published every day for following day by 16:00
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Officials

___________________
Funzionari
TABLE WITH LIST OF OFFICIALS - JACEK
N°

Surname

Name

Country

Function

Referees
_________________________
Direttori di Gara
TABLE WITH LIST OF REFEREES - JACEK
N°

Country

Surname

Name

Foil

Epee

Sabre
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Referees provided by organizing Federation:
N°

Country

Surname

Name

Foil

Epee

Sabre

General and specific rules of Championship

_________________________________________________________________
Regolamento Generale del Campionato
The competitions are organised in principle according to FIE Rules in force.
However, smooth running of competitions can require adopting appropriate measures and
also it should be mentioned the following:
1) Name and nationality on the back of fencers for both, cadets and juniors are MANDATORY;
2) National colours – optional;
3) Video refereeing – will be available on 2 sets of pistes;
4) At initial weapon control following equipment will be checked;
EC Junior
EC Cadet

Mask
Mandatory
Mandatory

Glove
Mandatory
Mandatory

Maragin (F/E)
Mandatory
Mandatory

Clothing
Mandatory
Mandatory

Wires/Lamé
Mandatory
Mandatory

5) The EFC will continue the tradition of presenting winners of EFC Cadets Circuit Rankings in
current season, who will obtain vouchers for purchase of fencing equipment.
6) Besides accredited delegations members also all others will be allowed to enter venues and
follow competitions free of cost.
7) ENTRIES:
a) For cadet´s individual and team events the entries have to be made on EFC web site,
where only registered fencers and referees in possession of EFC license for season
2018-2019 can be entered.
b) For junior´s individual and team events the entries have to be made on FIE web site,
where only registered fencers and referees in possession of FIE license for season
2018-2019 can be entered.
c) Only federations who have paid the annual membership fee can register for
Championships and can get their accreditation cards.
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8) Entry fees were defined by the organisers as follows:
Individual events: 60 EURO
Team events: 200 EURO
Referees fee: 70 EURO

Confirmation of presence and Accreditation
__________________________________________________________________
Accreditamento
1) Final confirmation of participation at individual and team competitions must be
done within delivery of accreditation cards (further only AC); this proceeding
replaces any kind of confirmation of presence at the DT.
2) The AC will be distributed only to head of delegations, upon paid the entry fees and
possibly EFC membership fees. Head of delegation will receive nominative AC of athletes,
officials and coaches according to FIE rule, which says that the quota became 75% of
participating athlete’s number but all AC will be nominative because of security reasons.
3) Only fencers equipped by AC can proceed to initial weapon control.
4) Photos of athletes should be either uploaded to EFC web site (for cadet fencers
competitions) or to FIE web site for juniors. That differentiation is due to the fact
that cadets individual and team events are EFC competitions whilst junior
individual and team competitions are FIE Junior World Cup competitions. Another
possibility is sending those photos duly marked by name, country NOC code and
competition to take part, and the same refers to officials and coaches, to provider of
the system of accreditation to the address: segreteria@foggiafencing2019.it
5) The accreditation of fencers must be done not later than the day before concerned
competition by 12:00.

Individual Competition
_______________________________________
Gare Indviduali
Will be posted:
1) at 13:00 the day before the event
a) List of participants by country
b) List of participants by EFC/FIE ranking
2) 15:00 is deadline for possible complaints or giving up from competition to be submitted to
the DT. No changes will be carried out after deadline.
3) at 16h00 will be posted:
a) Final version of pools
b) Detailed schedule of competitions, pistes and time assignment for the next day
c) Formula of the competition:
- on screens and on the wall
- to delegations (only upon demand)
14

- in official hotels (little bit later)
4) Criteria for initial ranking of fencers
a) EFC Cadet Circuit ranking for cadets / FIE junior ranking for juniors
b) The places of non ranked fencers will be randomly drawn.

Team Competition

_________________________________
Gare a Squadra
1) Initial ranking of cadet teams will be established upon results of team members in
individual competitions in Foggia.
2) Initial ranking of junior teams will be established upon current FIE Junior World Cup
ranking. Non ranked teams will be randomly drawn.
3) Then, FIE rules o.45 – o.47 will be applied.
4) All places up to 16 will be fenced.
5) Any modification concerning team’s composition must be presented to the DT by 13:00
the day before the competition.

Visas
_______________
Visti
We are pleased to inform you that the Italian Foreign Ministry has approved a special
facilitated visa procedure for all categories of participants of the 2019 Cadets and Junior
European Fencing Championships, i.e. athletes, coaches, members of the official delegations,
international category technical officials (referees), FIE Family members and official guests, as
well as media representatives.
According to this procedure, you are to make a request for the visa support on the official
paper of your National Federation (FIE member) signed by the President or the General
Secretary. At the same time, you have to complete the below visa template in Excel with the
personal passport information of the members of your delegations and send these documents
to Miss Gioia Natalia Padalino: segreteria@foggiafencing2019.it
In compliance with the provided official request and personal data a scanned formal
invitation letter will be issued & e-mailed back to you. It is to be taken to the nearest Italian
Consulate along with your corresponding personal documents such as the passport, the
necessary number of pictures, completed application form, etc. in person or by a
representative.
Please be advised that you are to deal with the Consulate or its authorized Visa Handling
Centre directly without applying to any intermediate visa or tourist companies. As the above
visa procedure is exceptional, please make sure you mention that you are applying for the
Italian visa to attend the 2019 Cadets and Junior European Fencing Championships.
All the requests for the visa support must be sent no later than February the 10th.
Please, complete this form using Excel format.
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The Competition Venue: Ente Fiere di Foggia

___________________________________________________________________
Il Luogo di Gara: Ente Fiere di Foggia
Train Station – Competition Venue at "Fiera di Foggia" - viale Fortore snc Foggia

16

Panoramic View of the Venue
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Padiglione 10 - 5 piste for finals

Padiglione 71 - piste for preliminary competitions and DT room

18

Padiglione Nuovo - warming up area and services
(restaurants/bars)

19

Information Points

_________________________________
Punti Informativi

 The main mean of information will be several plasmas, installed on the venue and
information on Internet site.
 In a hall also information and results will be posted on the wall.
 Initial information concerning pools composition, including pistes and time indication,
will be available also in official hotels.
 Web site of Championships: www.foggiafencing2019.it/en

Result Confirmation

___________________________________
Conferma Risultati
1) Responsibility lies with the fencers at verifying results of pools and bout sheets of direct
elimination in order to control correct registration of results. Several screens and posted
documents will allow prompt control of results.
2) In order to avoid some mistakes DT will publish results of pools and list of qualified and
eliminated fencers after pools. Any complaint should be brought to DT within a deadline
of 5 minutes after published results.
3) Principally no calls by microphone will be used.

Organization of direct elimination table
____________________________________________________________
Organizzazione tabelloni eliminazioni dirette
1) The fencers should be present in Call room 10 minutes before indicated time schedule.
2) The winners of T 32 (last 16 fencers in DE) should immediately join the call room in
order to deliver their equipment for the control preceding their next bouts.
However, if running of competitions will allow it, the fencers will go to pistes from Call
room already from T32 with or without tested equipment.
3) Special places for coaches at direct elimination will be prepared, which will be used from
the beginning of competitions and thus will be used also at pools and team events by the
fencers.
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Accommodation+Transfer

___________________________________________
Ospitalità+Transfer
booking on line at http://www.foggiafencing2019.it/en/node/54
 Hotel partners of the Event
B&B AL PRIMO PIANO
VILLA ETRO’
CASA GRAMSCI B&B
HOTEL CICOLELLA
HOTEL EUROPA
B&B CONTE DI CAVOUR
GRAND HOTEL VIGNA NOCELLI
WHITE B&B
LA VILLA DEI GOURMETS
IN CENTRO FOGGIA
L’ETOILE LUXURY B&B
LA CIVETTA B&B DI CHARME
HOTEL PALAZZO SANT’ELENA
ATTICO VOLTA
APULIA PALACE HOTEL
REGIOHOTEL MANFREDI
WHITE HOUSE HOTEL

CORSO PIETRO GIANNONE, 84
71121 FOGGIA FG
VIA GUSTAVO CAMMEO, 56
71122 FOGGIA FG
VIA ANTONIO GRAMSCI, 39
71122 FOGGIA FG
VIALE XXIV MAGGIO, 60
71121 FOGGIA FG
VIA MONFALCONE
71121 FOGGIA FG
VIA QUATTRO NOVEMBRE,2
71121 FOGGIA
S.S. 17 KM 329 LUCERA
71036 LUCERA FG
VIA EOLO
71121 FOGGIA
VIA TRATT. CAMPOREALE KM 1
71122 FOGGIA FG
CORSO BENEDETTO CAIROLI, 37
71121 FOGGIA
VIA SALVATORE TUGINI
71121 FOGGIA FG
PIAZZA UMBERO GIORDANO, 77
71121 FOGGIA FG
VIA LA ROCCA, 4
71121 FOGGIA
VIA ALESSANDRO VOLTA, 1
71121 FOGGIA
STRADA PROVINCIALE 5 KM 3
71036 PIETRAMONTECORVINO FG
STRADA PROVINCIALE 58, KM12
71043 MANFREDONIA FG
VIA MONTE SABOTINO, 24
71121 FOGGIA
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 How to reach us
 from Roma Fiumicino Airport: Leonardo Express by Trenitalia, a non-stop
service exclusively for airport passengers to Rome Termini railway station,
leaving every 15 minutes* with a journey time of 32 minutes. The railway
station is located in the airport, near the Arrivals and Departures terminals.
See more at http://www.adr.it/web/aeroporti-di-roma-en-/pax-fco-train
 from Roma Termini Train Station: Frecciargento High Speed Trenitalia Train,
Foggia Station. See more at www.trenitalia.com
 from Bari-Palese Airport (BRI) and Foggia Train Station private bus service to
the Hotel. Shuttle service will be provided at Bari Palese Airport and Foggia
Train Station exclusively by booking on www.foggiafencing2019.it - the Official
European Fencing Championship web site or sending an email to
maddalenacolamussitravel@gmail.com


Connection among Hotels and the Venue - Ente Fiera Foggia

The organizing committee offers a free connection service for delegations attending the
championship among the hotel partners and the Ente Fiera Foggia (venue). The schedule will
be set by following the competition’s program. All the details will be available at the hotel’s
info point and at the info point of the competition venue. The return will be also scheduled by
following the competition’s program.


Bari Palese Airport - "Karol Wojtyla"

The Organizing Committee offers a connection service between the Bari airport (BRI) and the
partner-hotels. The service is available upon reservation. To book the service, please send an
e-mail to maddalenacolamussitravel@gmail.com
The following data are mandatory. Incomplete requests will not be accepted:
A) ARRIVAL OF THE DELEGATIONS: delegation’s name; group leader; phone number;
number of people arriving per each group; airport; arrival date; arrival time; flight
number.
B) DEPARTURE OF THE DELEGATIONS: delegation’s name; group leader; phone
number; number of people leaving per each group; airport; departure date; departure
time (take off); flight number.
Reservation deadline: January the 15th, 2019. After the deadline the availability could not be
guaranteed or rates could change. The transfer reservation will be confirmed by the Local
Organizing Committee after receiving the payment of the service, according to the following
rates and terms:
 Rates:
 Bari Airport - any Hotel € 60,00 round-trip
 Foggia Train Station - Foggia Hotel € 20,00 round-trip
 Foggia Train Station - Regio Hotel € 25,00 round-trip
 Foggia Train Station - Hotel Palace € 25,00 round-trip
 Foggia Train Station - Hotel Vigna Nocelli € 25,00 round-trip
Terms: Bank Transfer to “FOGGIA2019”
Bank:
BANCA DI CREDITO COOPERATIVO DI SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO
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Iban:
Bic:

IT 11 O 08810 15700 0000 5000 4822
CCRTIT2TSGR

 Urban Mobility
The urban mobility of Foggia is carried out with the bus services managed by Foggia
Transport Company - ATAF.
As for the Taxi, the number to call the service is: +39.388.479.0577


Welcome desk

At Bari-Palese Airport, at your arrival you could address to our staff at the welcome desk for
all the information and assistance you need.
Info: maddalenacolamussitravel@gmail.com



Highway
 A14 Bologna-Taranto highway, exit Foggia.
 A1 Roma-Napoli highway, from A16 Napoli-Canosa highway, exit Candela, take
SS655 Candela-Foggia freeway, to Foggia
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Foggia Fencing 2019 Logo

___________________________________________
Il logo di Foggia Fencing 2019

Thanks to the generosity of a student from Foggia Fine Arts Academy, today we can show you
the event logo.
The work, by Daniele Severo, represents the stylised image of Three Flames, the banner
symbol of the City, surrounding a fencer during the thrust attack: a strong symbolic image
reinforcing the identity and the values of the City that will follow every form of
communication concerning the event.
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Social Network + Website

__________________________________________
Social Network + Sito Web

https://www.facebook.com/foggiafencing

@fencingverona2018

https://twitter.com/foggiafencing

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCplC2VhN6D37R_Otj4ba5sw

www.foggiafencing2019.it

#ff2019
#FoggiaFencing2019
#ReadyToBurst

Organizing Committee
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______________________________________
Comitato Organizzatore
President
Renato Clemente Martino
V. President
Antonio Tanzi
Members
Loris Castriota
Giovanni Dello Iacovo
Saverio Di Mola
Antonio Iandolo
Gabriella Lo Muzio
Giuseppe Longo
Marco Siesto

Staff
Architectural Design & Staging - Francesco Barbagallo
Logistic & Accomodation - Maddalena Colamussi
maddalenacolamussitravel@gmail.com
Administrative Area - Antonio Tanzi
segreteria@foggiafencing2019.it
Marketing - Red Hot - Maria Pia Liguori
Media Communication Area - Siro Palladino
media@foggiafencing2019.it
Social Media Manager - Domenico Carella
social@foggiafencing2019.it
Secretariat - Gioia Natalia Padalino
segreteria@foggiafencing2019.it
Photography
Mimmo Attademo
Daniele Severo
Website
Cesan
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Special Thanks

____________________________
Si ringrazia

www.foggiafencing2019.it
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